Jill Pole was felt particularly miserable because the school’s gang had been bullying her. Her friends, Eustace tried to comforts her with stories about the enchanted place he had visited last holidays. They were very excited hoping that they could escape from the dreadful school to that place.

Jill and Eustace meant to get through the doorway if by any chance the door was not locked. But when the door actually opened, they both stood stock still for what they saw was quite different from what they had expected. There was a sort of background of immense silence. That silence, combined with the freshness of the air which is made Jill think that they must be on the top of very high mountain.

As they walking forward, there was a moment’s when they must struggle on the cliff edge. Jill was too frightened and dizzy to know quite what she was doing but two things she remembered is that she has wrenched herself free of Scrubb’s clutches and the other was that Scrubb himself with a terrified scream had lost his balance and gone hurtling to the depths. Jill tries hard to comforts herself by assuring herself that it must be a dream and she will wake up in a moment. But it was not and she did not. Crying is all right in its way while it last, but sooner or later she have to stop and then she still have to decide what was to do. Not to escape again but to confront the reality.
The Lion, Aslan, gives them a task to finding the Narnia’s lost prince, Rilian, the only son of King Kaspian. He was lost on his journey to seek out his mother’s killer. In order to help the children to find the lost prince, Aslan give them four signs to be obeyed. But when they are on the cliff edge, Jill was so annoyed with Eustace for pulling her back, worried that Jill would fall off, she push Eustace and wrenched her hand out of his which make Eustace fall off the cliff. As consequence, Eustace could not hear four signs given by Aslan to be obeyed in order to find the lost prince, while for Jill, she must find Eustace as soon as possible and tell the message to him in order not to miss one of those signs.

At the time she meet Eustace by a river side Jill forgot telling him about the task on which they should accomplished. They were very exciting to see the departure of the king. As the king was departure, the owls approached them and asking what their errand in Narnia. As the owl understand that they were sent by Aslan, the owl sent them into the castle so that they could get good place where they can eat and prepare themselves for further journey.

Because they were missed their first sign, the owl accompanied them into the Marsh-wiggle who next become their friends in searching the lost prince. As they went due to the north, they passed through the Ettinsmoor and the giant bridge. There, they meet two strangers who lead them into The House of Harfang. In The House of Harfang they discover something worth knowing, that was the third sign. On their way to escaped from Harfang they understand that Harfang Giants were
intended to eat them on their Autumn Feast celebration. It was the purpose of the Lady whom they meet near the bridge.

Because there were nothing on which they could hiding in except a little hole which they found in front of them, they get inside and working desperately to fill the cave mouth with stones preventing the haunt dogs smelled and found them. As they get up in the midst of darkness inside the cave, suddenly they were sided in to farther and deeper place until they reached the dark castle on where the lost prince was stay on.

On that time they meet Prince, they still did not recognize him, because he was under enchantment that made him acting peculiarly. He always boost and adore the queen that made them felt suspicious toward him. At last, the time when the prince should be bond on the silver chair, they discovered that he was the prince whom they looking for. As they set the prince free, the Queen was arrive at that place, therefore the most serious duel could not be avoiding.

The serious combat between them; Jill, Scrubb, Puddleglum and Prince against the Queen of under land magic power last when all of them; Jill, Scrubb and the prince were affected by her magic power and almost abandoned their selves to the queen except Puddleglum who sacrifice his feet, burned his feet inside the hearth on where the Queen was sprinkled the magic powder over it that made the magic power lesser than before. At that time the Queen changed herself into a great green poisonous serpent. But the prince was just in time raised his arms and got them clear with his sword.
As the queen was dead, the dark castle was also collapsed. They got out exactly in the middle of Narnia at the time of The Great Dance Snow was taken. Then the prince was become a king, replaced his father and ruled Narnia well and the land was happy in his days, while Jill and Scrubb get back in the better Experiment House.